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Book in good conditions

My daughter loves the Sandy Lane Stables series, wish there were more

Alex Hardy is much more into soccer than horses, so lately he hasn't been spending much time at

the stable while his sister, Kate, practically lives there. He's trying to raise money for a soccer tour in

South Africa. He wants to go on the tour he's trying to raise money for he finds the perfect plan- he'll

buy a pony, fix it up, and sell it! The small New Forest pony he buys is anything but perfect: he may

have to be put down. Alex slowly retrains "Puzzle" until he's won the a big show! Puzzle and Alex

become very attatched to each other.Meanwhile, he hasn't exactly told his parents about Puzzle

yet. When his parents do find out, that are angry and tell him he has to sell Puzzle. Alex is

heartbroken. Puzzle is so special to him now. No one at the stable wants to see the little horse go,

but maybe that's not enough. Will Alex have to courage to say good bye to Puzzle- forever?

This is a great book. I couldn't put it down untill I was done. A boy goes to an aution hoping to get a

horse. When all the good horses are placed with bids too high, he bids on a dirty beat up pony

named Pzzle. Now he has to get Puzzle into better shape or she may be put down. Any

horse-loving kid should read it. Your heart will go out to Puzzle and you'll want to cheer her on

throughout the whole book.

Alex Hardy needs to raise money for a cricket tour that he desperately wants to go on. He has to

raise GBP850-00 and all three ponies at the stables are lame. He thinks he has the perfect solution

but he soon finds that he has let himself in for a whole lot more than he bargained for. Read the

book to find out how Alex manages to resolve the problems. A very exciting book.
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